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GREAT BRITAIN TIMELINE FROM THE PALÆOLOTHIC ERA TO THE NORMAN CONQUEST
(nowhere near to scale)

Neolithic Bronze Age Iron AgeMesolithicPalæolithic

Last Ice A ge ends. “Hunte r-
Gatherers” return. Massive rises
in sea level cause the British Isles

to become separated from the land
mass now known as Europe

Earliest stone tools found
dating to c900,000BC
in eastern England;

human remains found
dating to c750,000BC.
“Hunter Gatherers”

retreat to warmer climes
during Ice Ages

This period includes the
Viking invasions and
settlement between

c800 and 1066

Major events which affected the Tiverton & Bampton areas
Motte &
Bailey
castles

erected at
Tiverton &
Bampton

Settlements founded which
become Bampton and

Tiverton, with some outlying
villages and farmsteads

1st century Roman Forts near
Bampton (with possible vicus)

and Bolham; roads
constructed or renovated

Iron Age enclosures
(erroneously known as

Hill Forts) at Collipriest,
Huntsham and Stoodleigh

Extensive flint and
chert toolmaking

site near
Crazelowman

N.B. The dates for the various Ages are not exact and there were large overlaps between them. Changes from one culture to another took place very slowly, varying
between hundreds and thousands of years, particularly before the Iron and Bronze Ages. When the Palæolithic Age began is an unknown, hence the ‘??’ for the start.
The dates given for the different Ages, which in any case are modern appellations, vary widely between various documentary sources. I have tried to keep to a happy
medium. Another point worth a mention is that there was no Saxon invasion; it was a gradual event by various tribes spread over many decades, each settling in their
own areas which in time became mini-kingdoms. Later they formed the bases of the modern counties.

Palæolithic (Old Stone Age) from ?? to c8,000BC.
Mesolithic (Middle Stone Age) c8,000BC – c4,000BC.
Neolithic (New Stone Age) c4,000BC – 2,500BC.
Bronze Age 2,500BC – c700BC.
Iron Age c700BC – 100AD.
Romano British refers to the pre-Saxon period when the local population and some of the retired Roman military and auxiliaries had settled and inter-married.
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c10,000 “Hunter Gatherers” start
to settle and form the first farms


